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Abstract 15 

 16 

Regional models actively forced with data from larger scale models at their open boundaries often contain 17 

motion at different time-scales (e.g. tidal and low frequency). These motions are not always individually well 18 

specified in the forcing data, and one may require a more active boundary forcing while the other exert less 19 

influence on the model interior. If a single relaxation time-scale is used to relax toward these data in the 20 

boundary equation, then this may be difficult. The method of fractional steps is used to introduce dual 21 

relaxation time-scales in an open boundary local flux adjustment scheme. This allows tidal and low frequency 22 

oscillations to be relaxed independently, resulting in a better overall solution than if a single relaxation 23 

parameter is optimized for tidal (short relaxation) or low frequency (long relaxation) boundary forcing. The 24 

dual method is compared to the single relaxation method for an idealized test case where a tidal signal is 25 

superimposed on a steady state low frequency solution, and a real application where the low frequency 26 

boundary forcing component is derived from a global circulation model for a region extending over the whole 27 

Great Barrier Reef, and a tidal signal subsequently superimposed. 28 

 29 
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1. Introduction 1 

 2 

Limited area models nested within larger scale regional models often make use of external data from the 3 

regional model in active open boundary conditions, where a radiation condition is relaxed toward the external 4 

data with a defined time-scale (Blumberg and Kantha, 1985). Often this relaxation time-scale is adaptive, 5 

where long timescales (days to years) are used if the diagnosed wave phase is outgoing near the boundary 6 

(which reduces the relaxation term of the radiation condition toward zero and makes the OBC behave more 7 

like a pure radiation condition), and short time-scales are used if waves are incoming (Marchesiello et al, 8 

2001). These short timescales must be less than the period of the highest frequency wave present at the 9 

boundary; e.g. if a semi-diurnal tide is present in the external data then a timescale of hours may be 10 

appropriate.  11 

The relaxation time-scale may be a function of the simulated domain, and previous studies presented in the 12 

literature have used a range of different values. Marchesiello et al (2001) used 1 day and 1 year for incoming 13 

and outgoing time-scales respectively when forcing an eastern Pacific shelf model with climatology. Treguier et 14 

al (2001) used 1 day for incoming and 15 and 1500 days for outgoing waves in a model of the Atlantic forced 15 

with climatology. Barnier et al (1998) used 15 days and 5 years for incoming and outgoing waves respectively 16 

for a South Atlantic model, again forced with climatology. Blumberg and Kantha (1985) used the time it takes a 17 

transient to traverse the shelf as the relaxation time-scale in shelf models (they found 4 hr optimum for their 18 

application). Gan and Allen (2005) split the open boundary solution into forced (derived from a 2D sub-model) 19 

and interior components, diagnosed the phase speed from the interior solution and radiated the interior 20 

solution for outgoing phases and imposed the forced solution with timescale of 0.5 days for incoming signals. 21 

These relaxation time-scales are constant in space and time; Chen et al. (2013) developed an outgoing 22 

timescale diagnosed from the model state that is variable in space and time. 23 

Although adaptive approaches are designed to retain a passive character when phase speed is diagnosed as 24 

outgoing, in reality this is not always achieved; phase speeds can resemble random noise (Treguier et al., 2001) 25 

and radiation can be ineffective (Herzfeld and Andrewartha, 2012). Additionally, when a tide is imposed 26 

together with low frequency oscillations it becomes difficult to apply incoming relaxation timescales that 27 

accurately capture the amplitude and phase of the tide whilst allowing the open boundary to retain some 28 

degree of passiveness and be transmissive to outgoing transients. Timescales that are too short will generate 29 

open boundary over-specification and an overly reflective boundary (the boundary essentially becomes 30 

clamped), whereas too long time-scales results in boundary under-specification where the tidal signal is not 31 

reproduced. Herzfeld et al. (2011) used 30 minutes incoming and 20 days outgoing for a tidally resolved model 32 

of Spencer Gulf, South Australia, and showed when the incoming time-scale was increased to 4 hours 33 

significant phase shifts were introduced in the tidal signal. In the Great Barrier Reef (GBR) lagoon off north-34 

eastern Australia, at certain times of the year the low frequency response is locally forced by wind, but large 35 

tides of amplitude > 4 m are also present. Development of an accurate open boundary condition to capture 36 

both these processes in the GBR is a motivating factor for this study.  37 
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In this study we seek to use relaxation techniques analogous to the approach of spectral nudging, where in this 1 

approach only specified frequencies of a prognostic field are nudged toward a supplied climatology to allow 2 

simulated eddy fields to evolve without drifting from the climatology (Stacey et al, 2006). In this case we use 3 

dual relaxation time-scales, where a short timescale is applied to the high frequency sea-level component 4 

(tides) and a longer relaxation time-scale for the low frequency component. We cast this dual relaxation in the 5 

open boundary condition of Herzfeld and Andrewartha (2012). This condition is based on a Dirichlet condition 6 

rather than radiation, using a local flux adjustment to maintain volume conservation and to introduce the tidal 7 

forcing. We cast the local flux adjustment into a form that accepts dual fluxes, which we then split using the 8 

method of fractional steps and subsequently apply different time-scales to each component of the split normal 9 

boundary fluxes. The method is described in detail in Section 2. We then apply the method to a simple test 10 

case in Section 3 to demonstrate its effectiveness, and further to a real domain in Section 4. Finally we draw 11 

some conclusions in Section 5. 12 

 13 

2. The Dual Relaxation Method. 14 

 15 

The open boundary condition of Herzfeld and Andrewartha (2012) is a Dirichlet based condition where 3D 16 

velocities from an external model are directly applied to the open boundaries of the downscaled model. 17 

Barotropic velocity open boundary conditions are the depth average of these 3D velocities. The elevation is left 18 

unconstrained in this OBC scheme in the sense that no open boundary equation is applied, and elevation in the 19 

boundary cell is solved by the continuity equation identically to the rest of the domain. This allows elevation to 20 

perfectly respond to outward propagating signals; it is this aspect of the open boundary condition that reduces 21 

the impact of over-specification error. However, since volume fluxes through boundary sections invariably 22 

differ between external and downscaled models (due to bathymetry differences and interpolation error), the 23 

downscaled model is often prone to basin filling or emptying over time. To overcome this, a local flux 24 

adjustment is applied, where normal depth averaged velocities are adjusted every time-step so that the 25 

volume divergence in the boundary cell achieves some ‘target’ elevation (supplied from the external model, 26 

and optionally augmented with the tidal signal). The flux adjustment scheme can therefore influence elevation 27 

in the boundary cell by adjustment of the depth averaged normal boundary velocity. The normal depth 28 

averaged velocity is relaxed toward this adjusted velocity with a pre-defined time-scale. If this relaxation 29 

timescale is equal to the 2D time-step, then the target elevation is achieved exactly every time-step and the 30 

boundary behaves as a (reflective) clamped condition. In practice, the relaxation timescale is usually provided 31 

by the user, noting that using a timescale close to the 2D time-step results in elevation rapidly converging on 32 

the supplied target elevation, and a timescale much longer than the 2D time-step results in little influence of 33 

the external sea level data. Herzfeld and Andrewartha (2012) noted that if a timescale of Bf gDh /1  is 34 

used (h1 = grid spacing, DB = depth, g = acceleration due to gravity), then the local flux adjustment takes the 35 

form of the Flather radiation condition (Flather, 1976), and this time-scale can be considered a ‘default’ 36 

timescale that optimizes volume conservation and area averaged kinetic energy in the domain (Herzfeld and 37 
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Andrewartha, 2012). However, this time-scale is too long to accurately reproduce the tidal amplitude and 1 

phase characteristics in many domains, and we seek an alternative timescale that optimizes actively applied 2 

tidal signals but is passively responsive to low frequency signals generated locally. 3 

Assume that the normal barotropic velocity through the open boundary face is equal to the sum of a high and 4 

low frequency component, BLBT

t

B VVV  . The continuity equation can be written in a form where a flux 5 

through one cell face is similarly split into contributions from high and low frequency depth averaged 6 

velocities, e.g. for a western boundary; 7 

 8 
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is the depth average of velocity u (H < 0 is the depth), 
t+t

 and 
t
 are the elevations 11 

at the forward and current time-step respectively (using Euler forward time discretization), t2D is the 2D time-12 

step, D=
t
-H is total depth, h1 and h2 are the grid spacing in the axis directions e1 and e2 respectively, FT is the 13 

tidal volume flux through cell face i, FL is the low frequency volume flux through cell face i, Fi+1, Fj and Fj+1 are 14 

volume fluxes through cell faces i+1, j and j+1 respectively, jji FFFF   11  and 21hhA  . 15 

Eq. 2.1 is then set up in two fractional steps (Kowalik and Murty, 1993, p64); 16 
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 20 

where ’ is an intermediate elevation. Then Eq. 2.1 = 2.2 + 2.3. Assume that target tidal and low frequency 21 

elevations are supplied, T and L respectively. Following Appendix A in Herzfeld and Andrewartha (2012), first 22 

set the flux required to achieve the elevation due to the tide (T) using Eq. 2.2; 23 
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                                                                          2.4 24 

Given the depth at the boundary at time t (DB) and cell width in e2 direction (h2), the depth averaged velocity 25 

required to achieve this flux is; 26 
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The velocity on the boundary is then relaxed towards VT using a time-scale of T according to (Eq. A.3 in 2 

Herzfeld and Andrewartha, 2012): 3 
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Here the prime (‘) implies an approximation to the true tidal velocity, VBT. The flux through the boundary cell to 5 

account for tidal motion, BBTBT DhVF 2

' , is then computed, followed by a new elevation in the boundary 6 

cell using Eq. 2.2; 7 
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The flux required to achieve the total elevation (L+T) is computed using Eq. 2.3: 9 
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 11 

The depth averaged velocity required to achieve this flux is; 12 
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where HDB  ''  . The boundary velocity is then updated by relaxing toward this low frequency 14 

component using a relaxation time-scale of L; 15 
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We then set 
''

BLBT

t

B VVV   and 
'''

2 BLBBTBLT hVDVhDFF   for use in Eq. 2.1. Note that if L = T = 17 

t2D, then using Eq. 2.6 and 2.10 we reduce 
''

BLBT

t

B VVV   to LT

t

B VVV  . 18 

 19 

3. Test case 20 

 21 

A simple test case was developed to assess the performance of the dual relaxation method. The model used to 22 

test the open boundary is described in Herzfeld (2006). This is a 3D finite difference model based on the study 23 

of Blumberg and Herring (1987). It utilizes an Arakawa C grid, uses a free surface, mode splitting and partial 24 
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bottom cells. The model is based on the equations of momentum, continuity and conservation of heat and 1 

salt, employing the hydrostatic and Boussinesq assumptions. An orthogonal curvilinear grid is used in the 2 

horizontal and wetting and drying ‘z’ or  coordinates in the vertical; in this study we use the former. Although 3 

a finite difference model, it uses an unstructured coordinate system that introduces numerous computational 4 

efficiencies. A suite of horizontal mixing, turbulence closure, advection schemes and open boundary conditions 5 

are available. 6 

The test domain consisted of a river emptying into a bay of 20m depth with one open offshore boundary 7 

subject to a 1 m semi-diurnal tide (Southern Hemisphere). Freshwater is input at the head of the river at a rate 8 

of 100 m
3
s

-1
, and the river depth increases from 5 m at the head to 20 m at the mouth. A cyclonic wind stress is 9 

also applied with the centre of the system positioned near the offshore boundary and maximum wind stress 10 

~0.1 Nm
-2

 over the bay. This creates a steady state background response in the bay (hereafter referred to as 11 

the low frequency response). Resolution is 1 km and 10 ‘z’ layers are used with 0.5 m resolution at the surface 12 

and 5 m resolution near the bottom. The 3D time step is 140 s and the 2D step is 7 s.  13 

A tidal baseline case where no wind or river forcing was applied was performed (TIDE). A base case 14 

representing low frequency circulation was simulated where a ‘passive’ implementation of the Flather 15 

radiation conditions was applied (i.e. prescribed values of depth averaged velocity and elevation are set to 16 

zero – Palma and Matano, 2001, Eq. 4), and the tide was not imposed (BASE). The solution after 30 days of 17 

simulation, when a steady state is achieved, is illustrated in Fig. 3.1, showing a sea level depression and 18 

associated cyclonic gyre due to the wind stress, and elevated sea level along the northern rim of the bay as the 19 

freshwater flow is deflected to the left at the mouth and follows a clockwise trajectory around the northern 20 

bay. This low frequency response was used to force the dual relaxation method; velocity and sea level on the 21 

boundary were saved to file to be used in the Dirichlet condition, with the tidal signal additionally 22 

superimposed. This addition of the tide was accomplished simply by adding the tide (a generic M2 1 m tide in 23 

this case) to the ‘target’ elevation used in the flux adjustment scheme (see Section 2). In this situation the 24 

simulations with tide added have interior forcing consistent with the low frequency boundary forcing, and 25 

boundary specification error should be at a minimum; i.e. this represents a downscaling scenario where over-26 

specification error is least likely to degrade the solutions. In this context, when relaxing with a single time-27 

scale, hard relaxation is anticipated to provide a solution with less error than those using longer relaxation 28 

timescales. The simulations to be compared are summarized in Table 3.1. Note that with constant bathymetry 29 

of 20 m, the ‘default’ relaxation corresponds to a relaxation time-scale of 69.7 s at high tide and 73.3 s at low 30 

tide; i.e. approximately half the baroclinic time step. The Flather radiation condition (Flather, 1988) is also 31 

included for comparison. In this case the prescribed data required (depth averaged velocities and elevation) 32 

were obtained from a tide-only simulation superimposed on the BASE low frequency response. 33 

 34 

 35 
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 1 

Figure 3.1. Low frequency base case solution for the  test domain. The black dot signifies the location that tidal 2 

time series metrics were computed. 3 

 4 

Run Tide Low 
Frequency 

OBC Relax method Relax time 
(tide/low) 

BASE No Yes Flather - - 

TIDE Yes (no wind, 
river) 

No Clamped - - 

HARD Yes Yes Dirichlet single 7 s 

DEFAULT Yes Yes Dirichlet single default 

2d/2d Yes Yes Dirichlet dual 7s / 7s 

2d/def Yes Yes Dirichlet dual 7s / default 

def/def Yes Yes Dirichlet dual default / default 

FLATHER Yes Yes Flather - - 

Table 3.1. Summary of test experiments. 5 

 6 

The tidal solutions were compared at a location in the domain interior (Fig. 3.1); here the hard relaxation with 7 

single relaxation time-scale (HARD) and the TIDE baseline correlated exactly and preserve the original 8 

amplitude of 1 m, and consequently these cases are considered the ‘truth’ for tidal response to which the 9 

other simulation’s tidal response was compared. Various skill metrics Various skill metrics of mean absolute 10 

error (MAE), root mean squared error (RMSE), bias, correlation coefficient (CC) are presented in Table 3.2, 11 

where ‘skill’ is the skill metric d2 of Wilmot (1981) given by: 12 
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In this case, d2=1 indicates that the model and measurements agree perfectly, and d2=0 indicates a total 14 

disagreement. 15 

The elevation over a high tide cycle and elevation difference for the whole simulation is illustrated in Fig 3.2. 16 

The low frequency response was assessed by computing the RMSE between the sea level derived from BASE 17 
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and the mean sea level at the simulation end from the various tests; these results are displayed in Figs 3.3 to 1 

3.6. 2 

 3 

 skill RMSE CC MAE Bias 

Tide only 1.0000 0.0017 1.0000 0.0013 0.0002 

DEFAULT 0.9436 0.3163 0.8991 0.2829 -0.0089 

2d/2d 1.0000 0.0019 1.0000 0.0014 0.0004 

2d/def 0.9997 0.0243 0.9999 0.0230 0.0229 

def/def 0.9936 0.1142 0.9878 0.1014 0.0178 

FLATHER 0.982 0.1868 0.9667 0.1668 0.0165 

Table 3.2. Skill metrics of the tidal component in the model interior when compared to HARD. 4 

 5 

 6 

Figure 3.2. Elevation for the cases over a high tide cycle (top panel) and the difference in elevation from the 7 

HARD case over the entire simulation (bottom panel). 8 

 9 

Table 3.2 shows that the 2d/2d case provides solutions almost identical to the HARD case, i.e. using short 10 

relaxation in the dual formulation reduces to the hard relaxation single case. This is supported by inserting a 11 

relaxation timescale that achieves the target exactly in Eq. 2.10 and working backwards to recover the single 12 

relaxation equation. In certain cases the dual method results in a smaller error even if both relaxation time-13 

scales in the dual method are identical (e.g. compare def/def and DEFAULT); this is because the dual method 14 

effectively relaxes toward the tidal target elevation twice, providing a better estimate each time-step (see 15 

Appendix A). The DEFAULT case shows significant phase shift and reduction in amplitude (Fig. 3.2) which 16 

translates into the worst skill metrics of the tests. The FLATHER case performs slightly better, but also exhibits 17 
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amplitude reduction and phase shift. Relaxing hard to the tide and using the default for the low frequency 1 

produces the best skill, followed the dual method with default relaxation for both time-scales.  2 

Low frequency for the simulations was computed as a running mean of sea level over the course of the 3 

simulation (30 days), and the low frequency RMSE was calculated using this and the baseline at every time-4 

step. RMSE for the HARD case (Fig. 3.3) is better than that of the DEFAULT case (Fig. 3.4) as speculated above; 5 

this is due to the compatibility of interior and boundary forcing leading to reduced over-specification error. 6 

However, the clamped nature of the shorter single relaxation methods results in some level of boundary 7 

reflection that degrades the low frequency response in comparison to the dual relaxation methods (Figs. 3.5 8 

and 3.6). Both of the single relaxation cases show elevated error near the offshore open boundary where the 9 

OBCs have the greatest impact. The 2d/def dual relaxation case shows little error near the open boundary, but 10 

some small error in the interior. Conversely, the def/def case shows negligible error in the interior, but small 11 

error along the open boundary. Considering the better tidal response of the 2d/def case, this configuration is 12 

regarded optimum. However, the different low frequency response due to treatment of the tidal relaxation 13 

time-scale in the dual method (7 s vs default) suggests that tidal energy is trapped within the domain and 14 

subsequently perturbs the low frequency response, hence stronger relaxation to the tidal signal results in 15 

more deviation from the non-tidal baseline and thus more error in the interior (Fig. 3.5). This is considered 16 

further in the real application in the next section. 17 

 18 

 19 

Figure 3.3. Low-frequency RMSE for the HARD test case. 20 

 21 
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 1 

Figure 3.4. Low-frequency RMSE for the DEFAULT test case. 2 

 3 

 4 

Figure 3.5. Low-frequency RMSE for the 2d/def test case. 5 

 6 

 7 

Figure 3.6. Low-frequency RMSE for the def/def test case. 8 

 9 

 10 
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 1 

Figure 3.7. Low-frequency RMSE for the Flather low frequency forced test case. 2 

 3 

 4 

The Flather case has low error in the low frequency component (Fig. 3.7), indicating the interior is not unduly 5 

influenced by the low frequency OBC forcing (i.e. the boundary is well specified with respect to low frequency 6 

motion). The solution is similar to the def/def dual relaxation solution, where the low frequency is forced with 7 

the default timescale; this is somewhat unsurprising since the default timescale reduces the depth averaged 8 

normal velocity to a form similar to the Flather condition (Herzfeld and Andrewartha, 2012). However, the 9 

Flather condition remains a single relaxation implementation and cannot benefit from dual relaxation 10 

approaches, in this case leading to a degradation of the solution at the tidal frequency. The def/def case is 11 

considered to provide the more accurate overall solution in this test case. 12 

These tests demonstrate that the dual relaxation method significantly improves both tidal and low frequency 13 

responses compared to a single relaxation method in a steady state solution where boundary forcing is 14 

compatible with the interior forcing. In this case using short relaxation for the tidal component and default 15 

relaxation for the low frequency resulted in the highest skill. 16 

4. The Great Barrier Reef 17 

 18 

The realistic case chosen to assess the relaxation method is that of the Great Barrier Reef (GBR) developed 19 

through the eReefs initiative described in Schiller et al. (2013) (an overview can be found at 20 

http://www.emg.cmar.csiro.au/www/en/emg/projects/eReefs/Overview.html). The hydrodynamic 21 

component of this initiative represents the first time that a three-dimensional model is applied at the whole 22 

reef scale, from Papua New Guinea to the NSW/QLD border (Figure 4.1). Two models have been developed; a 23 

4km resolution model nested within the OFAM 10km resolution global model (described by Oke et al., 2008). 24 

This global model is based on MOM4p1 (Griffies, 2009) and delivers daily-mean outputs of sea level, T/S and 25 

3D velocity at 10 km resolution around Australia. The target elevation in the local flux adjustment for the 4 km 26 

regional model was specified as the daily mean sea level from the global model superimposed with tidal 27 

heights from the global tide model of Cartwright and Ray (1990) using the implementation of Eanes and 28 

http://www.emg.cmar.csiro.au/www/en/emg/projects/eReefs/Overview.html
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Bettadpur (1995). A 1 km resolution model is then nested within this 4 km model using output from the 4 km 1 

model on its boundaries. Both models use the Australian Bureau of Meteorology’s operational atmospherics 2 

models (ACCESS-A, http://www.bom.gov.au/nwp/doc/access/NWPData.shtml) for surface flux forcing at 3 

resolution of 12 km. The OFAM global model uses 3 hourly average surface forcing from the BoM’s operational 4 

global numerical weather prediction system (Seaman et al, 1995) and contains no tide. 5 

 6 

Figure 4.1. 4 km GBR model domain and selected tide gauge sites. 7 

The 4 km model has 48 vertical layers; at the surface resolution is 1 m, extending from 2 m above mean sea 8 

level to 2 m below. Vertical resolution increases with depth to 200m at the bottom (4000 m). The model allows 9 

wetting and drying, so that tidal flats and shallow reefs are exposed at low tide (maximum tidal range is ~8 m 10 

in Broad Sound, central GBR). The k- turbulence closure scheme is used and Laplacian horizontal friction is 11 

used with the Smagorisnky parameterization. Lateral boundaries use a free-slip condition. The advection 12 

scheme for tracers is that of ULTIMATE QUICKEST (Leonard, 1991). The heat flux was computed from standard 13 

meteorological variables provided by ACCESS-A (wet and dry bulb temperature, air pressure, wind speed and 14 

cloud amount) using short and longwave calculations outlined in Zillman (1972) and the bulk method for 15 

sensible and latent heat using bulk coefficients of Large and Pond (1981). For the surface freshwater fluxes, 16 

precipitation was provided by ACCESS-A and evaporation was computed from the latent heat flux. Wind speed 17 

was converted to stress using the bulk scheme of Large and Pond (1981). The model is forced with 22 18 

freshwater inputs corresponding to the discharge of the major river systems. These inputs were treated as 19 

http://www.bom.gov.au/nwp/doc/access/NWPData.shtml
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Dirichlet open boundary conditions with an imposed parabolic velocity profile whose vertical integral was 1 

equal to the prescribed flow. The 3D time step is 90 s and the 2D step is 5 s. The model was run from 2 

September 2010 to July 2013. 3 

A number of tide gauges are operated along the coast of the GBR and a selection of these (Figure 4.1) are used 4 

to compare the tidal response of the model using various relaxation methodologies. The low-pass filtered time 5 

series (using a boxcar filter with 36 hour window) from these stations are used to assess the low frequency 6 

response of the model. Three simulations were performed: one with a single hard relaxation of 6 s (HARD); 7 

one with a single ‘default’ relaxation (DEFAULT); and one with a dual relaxation (DUAL) using a ‘default’ time-8 

scale for the low frequency signal and a time scale of 6 s for the tidal component.. Model skill was again 9 

assessed using mean absolute error, root mean squared error, bias, correlation coefficient and the skill metric 10 

of Wilmot (1981). 11 

In the GBR lagoon, sea level variability contains high frequency fluctuations due to the tide (with period ~12 12 

hours), and a low frequency component which is largely generated locally by wind stress (Burrage et al, 1991, 13 

Brinkman et al, 2002). Open boundaries introducing these motions into the domain may behave in a passive 14 

manner that allows transmission of transient waves from the model interior while introducing little of the 15 

forcing signal, or alternatively in an active manner which provides a stronger correlation to forcing data but 16 

has a reflective nature that prevents energy from readily exiting the domain and can lead to degradation in 17 

flow patterns (rim currents and ultimately instability). Therefore, in the GBR, any open boundary representing 18 

tidal and low frequency motions must behave in both an active manner to represent the tide and a more 19 

passive manner when representing the low frequency motion. These two requirements conflict, with an active 20 

open boundary (which uses relaxation toward forcing data using short relaxation time-scales) prone to over-21 

specification error for the low frequency component, possibly leading to instability, and a more passive-like 22 

open boundary (which uses long relaxation time-scales) resulting in under-specification of the tidal component 23 

and an inaccurate solution. This apparent contradiction in boundary forcing requirements is the underlying 24 

motivation for the development of the dual method, which attempts to actively introduce the tidal component 25 

of the forcing while also allowing more passive treatment of the low frequency component. 26 

In the model, the barotropic time-step is 5 s, hence any relaxation time-scale approaching 5 s results in the 27 

open boundary resembling a clamped condition. The HARD case falls into this category (6 s relaxation time-28 

scale), and although skill is good for both tidal and low frequency sea level (mean skill of 0.85 and 0.75 29 

respectively and RMSE of 0.58 and 0.10 m), instability occurs in Broad Sound (green dot in Fig 4.1) which is the 30 

most energetic region of the domain where tides can have an amplitude > 4 m (Fig. 4.2). This instability 31 

renders the skill metrics somewhat irrelevant, and is a result of the inability of the open boundaries to transmit 32 

energy with a consequent build-up of energy in the domain. While the more passive DEFAULT case maintains 33 

good low frequency sea level skill (mean skill of 0.77), it has insufficient boundary information supplied, 34 

resulting in an under-specified boundary and deterioration of the tidal signal (Fig 4.3; mean RMSE = 0.72 m). 35 

The dual relaxation significantly improves the tidal response and maintains good skill in the low frequency 36 
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component (mean skill of 0.87 and 0.66 respectively). Importantly, the model remains stable by allowing the 1 

transmission of energy through a more passive open boundary, and the overall solution is considered a 2 

superior compromise. 3 

    4 
                     Figure 4.2. Low frequency and tidal response using single hard (6s) relaxation. The modelled time 5 

series in the left-hand panels are truncated due to the development of model instability. 6 

 7 

   8 
                Figure 4.3. Low frequency and tidal response using single ‘default’ relaxation. 9 

 10 
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     1 
                        Figure 4.4. Low frequency and tidal response using dual relaxation. 2 

 3 

 4 

Fig. 4.5 shows the energy flux through each open boundary, defined by Palma and Matano (1998) as; 5 

 6 
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4
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)                                                   4.1 7 

where U1 is the depth-averaged normal velocity at the boundary, U2 is the depth-averaged tangential velocity 8 

at the boundary and W is the width of the open boundary. Eq. 4.1 represents the energy flux through eastern 9 

or western boundaries. Note that (OBCflux) has units Wm
-1

 where  is the water density.   10 

   11 

(a) Tidal frequency  (b) Low frequency 12 

Figure 4.5. Energy flux through the three open boundaries for DUAL and SINGLE cases in the period 13 

leading up to the model instability on 11
th

 August. 14 
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Interestingly, it is observed that the long offshore boundary on the eastern edge of the GBR domain and 1 

shorter boundary in the south of the domain are transmitting significantly more energy at the tidal frequency 2 

for the DUAL case than the HARD case (Fig. 4.5a). Low frequency fluxes are similar between the HARD and 3 

DUAL cases (Fig. 4.5b), exhibiting an oscillation at the neap-spring period (~14 days). This suggests that 4 

dynamics are at play other than those motivating the application of the dual method in the first place (i.e. 5 

transmission of low frequency energy). The long relaxation step in the dual method includes the target tidal 6 

elevation in the computation of its flux adjustment (Eq. 2.8), and hence retains some passive character at the 7 

tidal frequency. The dual method effectively relaxes toward the tidal target elevation twice, providing a better 8 

estimate each time-step. The HARD relaxation is essentially clamped with no passive character. Tidal 9 

amplification occurs across the GBR shelf (Middleton et al., 1984), resulting from a combination of damped 10 

semi-diurnal resonance in the southern GBR lagoon and alongshore convergence (e.g. tidal ranges are ~4.5 m 11 

at the coast in Broad Sound but have a range of ~ 0.8 m off the shelf along the open boundary). It is this 12 

resonant tidal energy that is trapped by the HARD relaxation, and allowed to be transmitted through the 13 

boundary in the DUAL case by virtue of the longer secondary relaxation to the tidal plus low frequency target 14 

elevation. Consequently, the reflective nature of the HARD case, characteristic of clamped style open 15 

boundary conditions, is the underlying cause of the observed instability. 16 

This application demonstrates that the dual relaxation method is capable of adequately reproducing the tidal 17 

and low frequency sea level signals in a real downscaling application. Furthermore, the dual relaxation OBC has 18 

superior stability characteristics than a single, short, time-scale relaxation and produces a superior tidal 19 

frequency response compared to a longer single relaxation time-scale. Overall, the dual relaxation results in 20 

the optimum sea level response within the GBR domain. 21 

 22 

5. Conclusions 23 

 24 

Tidal and low frequency data from external sources (larger scale models or tidal models) can be used to drive 25 

the open boundaries of downscaled models. Often a relaxation time-scale is associated with the open 26 

boundary condition used, and the use of a single (incoming) relaxation time-scale to represent sea level 27 

oscillations having distinctly different periods often compromises the model solution. Here we propose a dual 28 

relaxation method, whereby relaxation time-scales can be applied independently to low- and tidal-frequency 29 

components to provide a better compromise than single relaxation can achieve. This dual relaxation is 30 

implemented by casting the governing equations in a form conducive to splitting using fractional steps, and 31 

applying separate time-scales for each equation. 32 

The dual method was developed for situations where the low frequency sea level response in the domain 33 

interior is predominantly driven by local processes (e.g. wind), and the open boundary data provided from a 34 

large scale model poorly represents these motions. Additionally, high frequency sea level oscillations (tide) are 35 

to be actively introduced on the open boundary. If the low frequency supplied by the large scale model is in 36 
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harmony with the interior dynamics (i.e. low frequency response is well specified), then the model would 1 

respond well with a single relaxation timescale, and dual relaxation is not necessary. 2 

Results in an idealized test domain, where boundary information was well specified, and a real domain (GBR) 3 

where it was not, demonstrated that the dual method outperformed the single relaxation approach. Optimum 4 

results for tidal and low frequency elevation were obtained in the test case using dual relaxation with 7 s 5 

relaxation for the tidal component and default relaxation for the low frequency component. In the GBR 6 

application, significant improvement in the tidal response was achieved if dual relaxation was used compared 7 

to longer single relaxation. When a short relaxation time-scale was used, making the boundary behave as a 8 

(reflective) clamped condition, the energy was trapped within the domain and the model became prone to 9 

instability. This was not apparent in the dual relaxation case, which also reproduced the tide with high skill. In 10 

this case it was the trapping of resonant tidal energy rather than low frequency perturbations that was the 11 

cause of boundary over-specification error. On the other hand, the longer-timescale single relaxation also 12 

showed no spurious low frequency behavior, but resulted in a degraded tidal response (phase lag and 13 

amplitude dampening). Note that there exist other methods of controlling the instability in the HARD case (e.g. 14 

damping sponge zones, Marchesiello et al., 2001), however, these experiments serve to demonstrate the 15 

intrinsic stability properties of the dual relaxation method. The dual relaxation appeared to provide solutions 16 

that were the best compromise between retaining skill at tidal and low frequencies. 17 

The errors in surface elevation using single and dual relaxation methods are investigated in Appendix A, and it 18 

is shown that in certain cases the dual method results in a smaller error even if both relaxation time-scales in 19 

the dual method are identical. This is because the dual method effectively relaxes toward the tidal target 20 

elevation twice, providing a better estimate each time-step. This result raises the possibility of improving 21 

solutions using iterative relaxation, i.e. relaxing many times toward a target solution using longer, transmissive 22 

time-scales, rather than relaxing once using short, reflective, time-scales. The success of this approach lies in 23 

casting the governing open boundary equations in a form that is split, e.g. Eq. 2.2 and 2.3. However, as 24 

demonstrated in this paper, the dual method functions with the highest skill when using a short timescale 25 

relative to the 2D time-step for the tidal component and the ‘default’ timescale for the low frequency 26 

component. 27 
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In this appendix, we seek to establish the conditions under which the dual relaxation method provides an 1 

improved open boundary condition relative to a single-step relaxation method. We derive the errors 2 

associated with the two methods, to demonstrate that the dual method may produce a smaller error than the 3 

single-step method under appropriate conditions. 4 

 5 

It can be shown that the single-step local flux adjustment relaxation method (Herzfeld and Andrewartha, 2012) 6 

is conceptually equivalent to relaxing the surface elevation, η, toward a new target open boundary elevation, 7 

ηO (taken, for example, from a larger scale model), i.e.  8 

 9 
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where η
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 is the updated open boundary elevation, η
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 is the elevation at the previous time step and  12 
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 14 

Here BF is the tidal plus low frequency volume flux through the boundary face, Δt2D is the barotropic mode 15 

time step, τf is the local flux adjustment relaxation timescale and ηo is equal to the sum of high frequency 16 

(tidal) and low frequency components i.e. ηO = ηT + ηL. In the local flux adjustment, relaxation is implemented 17 

by specifying a volume flux across the open boundary that will achieve the target elevation (as described in the 18 

main text and by Herzfeld and Andrewartha (2012)), however, for simplicity we demonstrate the error 19 

inherent in dual and single relaxation methods using the formulation A1. 20 

We define the error, E1, as the difference between the updated open boundary elevation and the target 21 

elevation, i.e. 22 

O

ttE   

1      (A3) 23 

 24 

Inserting A3 into A1 gives; 25 

 26 
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 28 

For the dual relaxation approach, the target elevation is separated into its tidal component, ηT, and low-29 

frequency component, ηL, such that ηO = ηT + ηL. The boundary elevation is first relaxed toward the tidal 30 

component, and then subsequently relaxed toward the total elevation, with two different relaxation 31 

parameters λ1 and λ2 i.e: 32 

 33 
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 1 

Inserting A5 into A6 gives 2 

 3 
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Defining the error as previously, i.e. 6 
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and rearranging, gives 9 
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which, utilising ηO = ηT + ηL, reduces to 11 
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The dual relaxation method offers an improvement to the single-step scheme if E2 < E1 or, in other words, if |E2 13 

/ E1| < 1. Using A4 and A10,  14 
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The premise of our paper is that hard relaxation with a single relaxation process leaves the model prone to 17 

instability, therefore the value of λ is more likely to be of similar magnitude to λ2 than to λ1. In order to 18 

illustrate the properties of Eq. A11, assume λ = λ2. Then A11 becomes: 19 
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 22 

From A12, the condition |E2 / E1| < 1 is achieved if: 23 
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 26 

The result given by A13 has two implications. The first part, that the given expression be greater than zero, is 27 

met if both numerator and denominator have the same sign. In other words, if η
t 

> ηT, then η
t
 must also be 28 

greater than η0 (η0 = ηT + ηL); conversely, if η
t 
< ηT, then η

t
 must also be less than η0. This condition is intuitively 29 

obvious: if, η
t
 had a value between those of ηT and η0 (e.g. ηT < η

t
 < η0), then relaxing η

t
 first towards ηT 30 

produces a value of η’ that is further from the target elevation η0 than the initial elevation η
t
 ; consequently, 31 

the subsequent relaxation toward η0 would produce a worse result than relaxing directly from η
t
. 32 

The second part of the condition, that the expression be less than 2, leads to the following: 33 
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Since λ1 is close to unity (hard relaxation), A14 is approximated by: 3 
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 5 

A15 implies that, for the dual frequency method to be beneficial, the magnitude of the low-frequency signal 6 

must be significantly less than the difference between η
t
 and ηT (Figure A1a). This is because, if the condition is 7 

not met, the hard relaxation against (η
t
 - ηT) will worsen the initial value for the second relaxation towards η0 8 

(Figure A1b). The degree of constraint on the relative magnitudes of ηL and (η
t
 - ηT) depends on the chosen 9 

values of λ1 and λ2 (see equations A11 and A14). From A14, it is clear that the harder the first relaxation stage 10 

(i.e. the greater the value of λ1), the greater the constraint on ηL relative to (η
t
 - ηT). 11 

 12 

 13 

                        Figure A1.Sketches illustrating the benefits and limitations of the dual frequency relaxation 14 

scheme for the open boundary surface elevation, η
t
. In (a), the criterion A13 is met, and the surface elevation 15 

at time t+Δt is predicted better by the dual relaxation scheme than by single relaxation. The single relaxtion is 16 

illustrated by the direct line from η
t
 to η

t+Δt
 ; the dual relaxation is the two-stage process linking η

t
 to η

t+Δt
 via 17 

η’. In (b), condition A15 (and more generally A14) is not met and the dual relaxation does not provide an 18 

improved boundary condition (due to the hard relaxation to ηT). 19 

 20 

We have demonstrated that the dual relaxation scheme will improve model performance under certain 21 

conditions. Specifically, the magnitude of the low-frequency signal needs to be relatively small relative to the 22 

values of (η
t
 - ηT), which will most easily be achieved in tidally-dominated systems when ηT >>  ηL. This criterion 23 

will be met in many coastal seas, including the Great Barrier Reef. In our experience, and as demonstrated in 24 

this paper, by utilizing two time-scales the dual relaxation method provides a more accurate, more stable open 25 

boundary condition in such environments than single-step relaxation. 26 

 27 

 28 
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